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The ULTRA 18, constructed in the design of a running vest, has been specially adapted to our ultralight products PACE and SLEEVE 
with DROP and TAPA X-ALPS. 
It is perfect for getting you around the mountain quickly with full flying gear. The backpack adapts to the body type and offers
a very high level of wearing comfort, maximum freedom of movement and easily accessible storage space. Despite the minimalist 
design with a weight of 315g, the ULTRA offers numerous features and is ideal for progressive hike&fly adventures.

Things to know:

The nylon fabric is silicone & UTS coated and therefore tear-resistant and water-repellent. On the bottom of the rucksack we use 
particularly robust ROBIC nylon to further increase abrasion resistance. The patch pockets are made of nylon-mesh with a 30% 
elastane-amount and are therefore elastic.

AUFBAUGENERALLY
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DETAILS

Carrying system

The wide shoulder straps enable ideal load distribution and adapt anatomically to the body structure.
The built-in mesh material on the shoulder straps, the back section and on the hip belt is breathable.
The hip belt prevents bouncing up and down while running.

Split shoulder straps

Increase mobility, especially in technical terrain..

Gear loops

The small gear loops on the shoulder straps are ideal to attach sunglasses
or to secure small items. 

Sternum straps

Hold the shoulder straps together.
They can be attached in different positions.

Front pockets

The two stretch-front-pockets offer space for a soft flask for quick
drinking supplies as well as important utensils that you always want
to have at hand.

Side pockets

Additional equipment that requires quick access can be stored
in the two elastic mesh-pockets.
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DETAILS

Main storage compartment

The main storage compartment can be easily filled via the backloader-zipper.
The toploader-zipper allows quick access and is suitable to fill the storage compartment
with additional items from the top.

Pole fastening

Elastic rubber loops enable to attach hiking poles to the outside of 
the rucksack, increasing your safety. The end of the poles are best
stored away in the elastic side pockets.

Gear loops

Additional equipment can be attached to the gear loops on the outside
of the backpack.

Helmet net

The helmet net can be attached to the outside, this saves space inside
the rucksack. The helmet net is attached to the two loops located above
the shoulder straps and to the top gear loops.
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Size 18

Weight (g) 315

Weight helmet net (g) 25

Volume (l) 18

TECHNICAL DATA


